
SSGS 6111 Biostatistical Analysis and Interpretation
Week 8 (Part 2)

Introduction to R
Data analysis is an integral part of a biologist’s research programme. There are many

commercial softwares that can help the biologist to perform graphical and statistical analyses,
and you probably have tried some of them. The purpose of this tutorial is to introduce to
you a functional computing language and environment for performing statistical analyses
known as R.

What attracts researchers to R? It helps that R has an outstanding suite of functions
that allow virtually all kinds of statistical analyses to be done. It is strong in graphics,
capable of extreme customisation, and allows production of high quality vector graphics for
publication purposes. Some of the best statisticians in the world today maintain R, and an
army of eager fans answer queries in forums. R is also completely free. To become proficient
in R, you will need to invest some time to learn how communicate with it. Learning R is
a continuous process - with experience you will find yourself becoming more efficient and
effective at handling data analysis. There are many R books available for self-learning; and
a Google search with the right keywords is frequently helpful for overcoming tight spots. I
recommend Crawley’s (2005) excellent book, which teaches statistics along with using R.

Getting Started

Download and install R from cran.r-project.org. Once you are comfortable with R,
you will find that the functionality of R can be further enhanced by adding packages. For
now, if you run R, you should be greeted by the following message:

R version 2.12.1 (2010-12-16)

Copyright (C) 2010 The R Foundation for Statistical Computing

ISBN 3-900051-07-0

Platform: i386-pc-mingw32/i386 (32-bit)

R is free software and comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY.

You are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions.

Type 'license()' or 'licence()' for distribution details.

Natural language support but running in an English locale

R is a collaborative project with many contributors.

Type 'contributors()' for more information and

'citation()' on how to cite R or R packages in publications.

Type 'demo()' for some demos, 'help()' for on-line help, or

'help.start()' for an HTML browser interface to help.

Type 'q()' to quit R.

>
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The “>” prompt is where you communicate with R. Feel free to try out suggestions given in
the greeting. For now, let’s try a simple calculation.

> 1 + 2 * 3 - 4

[1] 3

Like a good calculator, it can evaluate mathematical functions.

> sqrt(2)

[1] 1.414214

> sin(pi/4)

[1] 0.7071068

Standard mathematical functions are usually quite intuitive in R. For example, the square
root function is sqrt(), and the sine function is sin(). The function may take in one or
more arguments (input). You can query a function for more details using the prefix ?.

Data structure: Vectors

As you will see, many things are done in R using vectors, so it is important that you
pay attention to it. A vector is a string of variables of the same type (logical, real, integer,
complex, character or raw). Let us create a vector of length 6, and then assign some values
to it.

> x <- c(1,3,2,4,-100,5)

> x

[1] 1 3 2 4 -100 5

> length(x)

[1] 6

The function c stands for “concatenation”, and is used to join a string of values into a vector.
The assignment symbol <- is used for associating a data structure (single values, vectors,
matrices, lists, etc. with a variable, so that you can manipulate it as an object.
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For example, you can sort the elements in x in an ascending order,

> sort(x)

[1] -100 1 2 3 4 5

To multiple all elements in x by 10, we simply type

> x*10

[1] 10 30 20 40 -1000 50

To add 1 to all elements in x,

> x+1

[1] 2 4 3 5 -99 6

Indexing is a nice feature of vectors. For example, the first element of x is 1, and the last is
6. To check,

> x[1] ; x[6]

[1] 1

[1] 5

Note that the semi-colon is used for separating two different commands, if you want to write
them in the same line. Let’s find out which element in x is negative.

> which(x < 0)

[1] 5

How about the largest and smallest integers?

> max(x) ; min(x)

[1] 5

[1] -100

You can also check if the elements in x statisfy a specfied condition.

> x < 0

[1] FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE

Data structure: Data frames and matrices

A data frame is a 2-dimensional data structure with r rows and c columns. Both r and
c are at least 2. An example is the Anderson iris data set iris that comes built-in with R.
The head function allows us to see the first few rows of the matrix, which is helpful if the
matrix is large (you don’t want it to fill up the screen).

> head(iris)

Sepal.Length Sepal.Width Petal.Length Petal.Width Species

1 5.1 3.5 1.4 0.2 setosa

2 4.9 3.0 1.4 0.2 setosa

3 4.7 3.2 1.3 0.2 setosa

4 4.6 3.1 1.5 0.2 setosa

5 5.0 3.6 1.4 0.2 setosa

6 5.4 3.9 1.7 0.4 setosa
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The data frame is closely related to the matrix, with one major difference. The variables in
a data frame can be of mixed type, so you can have metric as well as non-metric variables in
a data frame (e.g. the species column is a “factor” variable; the rest are numeric). R insists
that all variables in a matrix should be of the same type (e.g all numeric, all logical, etc.)

We can refer to the first column variable using iris[,1], the second one using iris[,2],
and so on. Similarly, the row variables can be referred to using iris[1,], iris[2,], etc.
If you wish to refer to the first four columns, then iris[,1:4] will do. Another way to
reference the variables is to use the attach function. Try attach(iris), and then type
Species. To remove the attached data frame, use detach(iris).

Let’s check how many species are there in the data set. You can type iris and look at
the whole data set, or use levels(iris[,5]). The table function gives you the count for
each species. By now, you may be wondering what do the distributions of the width and
length of the petal and sepal look like for each species. We will get to the juicy part later
(plotting). For now, we just want to know the summary statistics of the four flower variables
for Iris setosa.

> iris[ iris[,5] == "setosa", ]

Sepal.Length Sepal.Width Petal.Length Petal.Width Species

1 5.1 3.5 1.4 0.2 setosa

2 4.9 3.0 1.4 0.2 setosa

3 4.7 3.2 1.3 0.2 setosa

4 4.6 3.1 1.5 0.2 setosa

5 5.0 3.6 1.4 0.2 setosa

...

48 4.6 3.2 1.4 0.2 setosa

49 5.3 3.7 1.5 0.2 setosa

50 5.0 3.3 1.4 0.2 setosa

> iris.setosa <- iris[ iris[,5] == "setosa", ]

> summary(iris.setosa)

Sepal.Length Sepal.Width Petal.Length Petal.Width

Min. :4.300 Min. :2.300 Min. :1.000 Min. :0.100

1st Qu.:4.800 1st Qu.:3.200 1st Qu.:1.400 1st Qu.:0.200

Median :5.000 Median :3.400 Median :1.500 Median :0.200

Mean :5.006 Mean :3.428 Mean :1.462 Mean :0.246

3rd Qu.:5.200 3rd Qu.:3.675 3rd Qu.:1.575 3rd Qu.:0.300

Max. :5.800 Max. :4.400 Max. :1.900 Max. :0.600

I have shortened the outputs so that they doesn’t take up too much space here. You will
find that the up-arrow key useful for recycling previous commands, so that you do not need
to type them again. Unfortunately, we don’t see the standard deviation in the summary. To
find it simultaneously for all four variables, we use

> apply(iris.setosa[,-5], 2, sd)

Sepal.Length Sepal.Width Petal.Length Petal.Width

0.3524897 0.3790644 0.1736640 0.1053856
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Note that we have to remove the fifth column, which is a non-metric variable, otherwise R
will complain. The apply function is a very efficient method of repeating some operation
over a matrix. The argument 2 indicates that the function sd will be applied column-wise;
if 1, it does it row-wise.

Data structure: Lists

A list is a collection of data structures such as vectors, data frames or matrices. For
example, if we have two matrices,

> u <- matrix(c(1,2,3,4), 2, 2)

> v <- matrix(c(5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13), 3, 3)

> u

[,1] [,2]

[1,] 1 3

[2,] 2 4

> v

[,1] [,2] [,3]

[1,] 5 8 11

[2,] 6 9 12

[3,] 7 10 13

we can create a list,

> list(u,v)

[[1]]

[,1] [,2]

[1,] 1 3

[2,] 2 4

[[2]]

[,1] [,2] [,3]

[1,] 5 8 11

[2,] 6 9 12

[3,] 7 10 13

and then apply the same operation (say finding the determinant) on elements of the list
using the lapply function.
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Thus, we have

> a <- list(u,v)

> lapply(a, det)

[[1]]

[1] -2

[[2]]

[1] 0

You can imagine how efficient the lapply is in processing a long list! Note that it is not
necessary for elements in a list to have the same data structure.

Exploratory Data Analysis using Graphical Plots

Plot, plot, plot - Don’t lose the plot without first checking plots of your data. Plots make
life as a researcher easier because they allow us to detect trends and peculiarities quickly.
Summary statistics sometimes do not reveal these things. Jumping straight into sophisticated
statistical analysis is foolhardy; if the assumptions of a test are violated (avoidable if one looks
at the plots first), then the results may not be easy to interpret (may even be meaningless!).

Histogram: Let’s look at a very basic plot - the histogram. Suppose we wish to find out
about the distribution of petal length in Iris setosa. We type

> hist (iris.setosa[,3])

and receive from R, Figure 1,

Histogram of iris.setosa[, 3]
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Figure 1. Histogram of 50 petal lengths in Iris setosa.
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The distribution appears to be symmetric. But the figure feels somewhat incomplete -
the title and axes will baffle the reader. We might also want the x-axis to start from 1 and
end at 2, instead of stopping 1.8. Finally, instead of frequencies, we might want the densities,
so that the area of the histogram sums to 1. To fix this, we type

> hist(iris.setosa[,3], prob=TRUE, xlab="Petal length",

+ main="Histogram of Petal Length in Iris setosa", xlim=c(1,2) )

You should now see the changes implemented in the newly generated figure. To obtain
summary statistics of the variable of interest, try the summary function.

Stem and leaf plot : A Histogram shows the distribution of values over regular intervals,
reporting the total number of observations in these intervals. Consequently, the values of the
data points are masked. To obtain information in the histogram while keeping the original
values intact, we can use the stem and leaf plot. Open the file named ”patient age.txt”,
which contains information about the age of Malay patients who recently participated in a
study at the University Malaya Ophthalmology clinic in 2010.

> malay_patients <- read.table(file="patient_age.txt")

> hist(malay.data[,2],xlab="Age",

+ main="Histogram of Age Distribution of Malay Patients")

> stem(malay_patients, scale=0.5)

The decimal point is 1 digit(s) to the right of the |

0 | 246

1 | 044678

2 | 1112222334589

3 | 0379

4 | 2334444566678999

5 | 00000000344445666667777889

6 | 0011112224445555566666777777778888999999

7 | 1111112333333467777788

8 | 011557

The stem and leaf plot is a rotated version of the histogram, but with the original values
of the data points intact, thus providing a more accurate form of data summary which is
sometimes useful. For example, the stem and leaf plot tells us that about half of the patients
in the 50-59 age group are 55 or below. No such information is apparent from the histogram
in Figure 2.
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Histogram of Age Distribution of Malay Patients
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Figure 2. Histogram of age distribution of 136 Malay patients.

Boxplot : An alternative to using the histogram to display distributional data is the boxplot.
In some situations the latter is superior to the histogram as a graphical summary, especially
in cases where we wish to compare the distribution of a variable simultaneously for several
groups. The boxplot has five important features: the median (line in the middle of the
box), the third quartile (upper boundary of the box), the first quartile (lower boundary of
the box), the whiskers (cut-off points indicating the boundaries where most observations lie
within), and the outliers (unusually large or small values). Figure 3 shows a boxplot of the
age distribution of the same Malay patients.

> boxplot(malay_patients, xlab="Malay", ylab="Age")
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Figure 3. Boxplot of age distribution in 136 Malay patients.
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Scatterplot : The next plot that we can look at is a scatter plot of the petal length against
the petal width. Since flowers usually have a fixed shaped, we would expect to see a linear
relationship between these two variables. First, we try

> plot(iris.setosa[,3], iris.setosa[,4])

R gives us Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Scatter plot of petal length versus petal width in Iris setosa.

Wait a minute - we have 50 data points, but the plot clearly has less! Also, the x and y axes
are of different scale, so it is hard to understand much from this plot. This anomaly is easy
to explain: a two-dimensional plot cannot show stacking, which happens when a coordinate
has more than one data point. To see the stacks, we use the sunflowerplot function.

> sunflowerplot(iris.setosa[,3], iris.setosa[,4], xlim=c(0, 2), ylim=c(0,2),

+ xlab="Petal length", lab="Petal width")

After that, we would like to fit a straight line through the data points, using the least squares
method. Here, we use petal width as the y variable, and petal length as the x variable; the
function lm takes in the two variable as input, and then returns the slope and intercept of
the estimated linear equation.

> lm(iris.setosa[,4]~iris.setosa[,3])

Call:

lm(formula = iris.setosa[, 4] ~ iris.setosa[, 3])

Coefficients:

(Intercept) iris.setosa[, 3]

-0.04822 0.20125

> abline(a=-0.04822, b=0.20125, lty=2)
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We finally superimpose the latter on the sunflower plot using the abline function. The end
result is Figure 5. The rays of a dot indicate the number of observations stacked onto that
dot. We know now that the ratio of petal length to width in our species is about 0.2. The
statistical error of this estimate will need to be accounted for. We will revisit this problem
once we have learned more about linear regression and calculation of sample sizes.
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Figure 5. Sunflower plot of petal length versus petal width in Iris setosa.
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